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The neural circuit of the central nervous system (CNS) primarily determines

brain functions and, as a consequence, controls animal behavior. This paper

describes an X-ray microtomographic analysis of the Drosophila larvae CNS,

visualizing the neural network embedded in the three-dimensional structure of

the nerve tissue. In fluorescence confocal microscopy, absorbance at emission or

excitation wavelengths interferes with the fluorescence detection. In contrast,

transparency of the nerve tissue to hard X-rays enables tomographic analysis of

the intact CNS without sectioning. Yet the nerve tissue is composed of light

elements that give little contrast in a hard X-ray transmission image. The

contrast was enhanced by staining neuropils in the CNS with metal elements.

The obtained structure revealed the internal architecture of the CNS. This

metal-staining microtomographic analysis can be applied to any nerve tissues,

thereby shedding light on the underlying structural basis of neural functions.
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1. Introduction

Three-dimensional structures of biological molecules deter-

mine the molecular mechanism of biological functions;

however, little is known about the higher-order three-dimen-

sional structures of biological systems including nerve tissue.

Confocal optical-microscopy is the primary method for illus-

trating three-dimensional structures of the higher-order

systems (Conchello & Lichtman, 2005). Since structures within

opaque scaffolds are impossible to access by optical micro-

scopy, universally stained tissues are subjected to microtomy

procedures. Even in rather transparent tissues, image quality

deteriorates at greater depth in the three-dimensional image.

Therefore, elaborations are needed to attain high-resolution

deep imaging (Hashimoto et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 2006).

Although the maximum spatial resolution of an optical

microscope is estimated to be about half the observation

wavelength (200–300 nm), the observation depth is typically

limited to 100 mm in confocal microscopy. This causes diffi-

culties in three-dimensional reconstruction of the entire

optical image of thick samples.

In the central nervous system (CNS), a great number of

neurons comprise complicated neural networks, making it

difficult to dissect the connectivity of each neuron. These

neurons consist of cell bodies (typical diameter 10–30 mm),

dendrite segments (0.3–1.0 mm) and axons (1–3 mm). The

neurons are connected by a characteristic structure called a

synapse, in which neural transmitters mediate nerve excite-

ment through the synaptic gap (�20 nm). In order to visualize

the neuronal architecture of the CNS by optical microscopy,

nerve tissue is stained with selective probes so as to confine

observation of projection patterns to a specific neuron.

Reconstruction of the entire three-dimensional structure from

such optical images of individual neurons entails defining the

precise spatial relationships of each image. However, indivi-

dual variations in size, shape and proportion of the CNS

structure of each preparation raise constitutive difficulties in

superposing multiple images.

X-ray computed tomography (CT) is a widely used tech-

nique for imaging three-dimensional internal structures.

Recent application of synchrotron radiation to high-resolution

CT (micro-CT) has resolved three-dimensional structures at

micrometer (Uesugi et al., 2001) to submicrometer scales

(Takeuchi et al., 2002). Micro-CT analysis is generally used for

objects containing metal elements because they give an

appropriate contrast even in hard X-ray regions. Its applica-

tion to biological materials is problematic because they are

composed of lighter elements. The contrast can be enhanced

by using soft X-rays, which are effectively absorbed by

biological materials (Watanabe & Aoki, 1998), or by applying

the phase-contrast technique to develop the interferometric

images (Momose et al., 1996). However, the application of
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these methods is limited to samples through which soft X-rays

can pass or that give an inherent contrast in a phase-shift

cross section.

A number of methods can be used for staining biological

tissues with fluorescent and pigment probes. Labeling of the

target tissue with an electron-dense probe facilitates acquiring

contrasty X-ray images of biological objects. The neuropil

features in the CNS can be microscopically observed by

impregnating them with silver and gold (Heinz, 2005). The

entire structure of the nerve tissue in the CNS can therefore

be visualized by the use of metal impregnation and CT analysis

(Mizutani et al., 2006). Here we report an X-ray microtomo-

graphic analysis of the metal-stained Drosophila CNS.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Drosophila CNS

We used the CNSs of Drosophila larvae for three-dimen-

sional structure analysis since the sample size is limited to less

than about 1.0 mm with the present micro-CT set-up. Wild-

type D. melanogaster Canton-S larvae were raised on standard

cornmeal-molasses fly food and kept at 298 K. The CNSs of

third instar larvae were dissected and fixed for 30 min in a

solution containing 85% ethanol, 5% acetic acid and 4%

formaldehyde. After being washed with 95% ethanol, the

CNSs were progressively hydrated in 90%, 70%, 50% and

30% ethanol and then in distilled water. These rehydrated

CNSs were subjected to modified reduced-silver staining

(Heisenberg, 1989), which reveals neurofilaments in every

neuron (Tyrer et al., 2000). The impregnation was performed

for 15 h at 310 K using 0.04% silver nitrate solution containing

0.75% pyridine and 25 mM sodium borate (pH 8.4). The CNS

samples were then developed for 10 min at 298 K in a solution

containing 1% hydroquinone and 10% sodium sulfite. After

being washed with distilled water twice, the samples were

immersed sequentially in 1% hydrogen tetrachloroaurate for

20 min, 2% oxalic acid for 10 min and 5% sodium thiosulfate

for 5 min, with a 4 min wash in distilled water between

immersions. After removal of the residual sodium thiosulfate

by washing, the samples were dehydrated in an ethanol series

and transferred to xylene. For tomographic analysis, the

samples were mounted on nylon loops like those used in

protein cryo-crystallography (Teng, 1990) and then embedded

in Petropoxy 154 epoxy resin (Burnham Petrographics,

ID, USA).

2.2. Scanning electron microscopy

Scanning-electron-microscopic analysis was performed

using a Hitachi S-3200N scanning electron microscope oper-

ating at 20 kV. X-ray emission spectra for each CNS area were

recorded for 150 s while the backscattered electron images

were being observed. The energy resolution was 0.15 keV.

2.3. Micro-CT

Projection-CT analysis was performed using the BL20XU

beamline of SPring-8, Harima, Japan. Transmission radio-

graphs were recorded using a CCD-based X-ray imaging

detector (AA50 and C4880-41S, Hamamatsu Photonics KK)

and 12 keV monochromatic X-rays. The X-ray flux density was

estimated to be 4.0� 1012 photons s�1 mm�2. The field of view

and effective pixel size of the image detector are 0.94 mm �

0.61 mm and 0.47 mm� 0.47 mm, respectively. Each image was

acquired with a rotation step of 0.12� and an exposure time of

300 ms. The convolution back-projection method using a

Chesler-type filter was used for tomographic reconstruction

(Uesugi et al., 2001). X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS)

spectra were also recorded using the BL20XU beamline.

Volume-rendered figures of the obtained three-dimensional

structures were produced using the VG Studio MAX software

(Volume Graphics GmbH, Germany).

Higher-resolution X-ray transmit images were obtained

using an X-ray microscope optics at the BL47XU beamline of

SPring-8 (Uesugi et al., 2006). A Fresnel zone plate was

adopted as an X-ray objective lens in this optics, achieving a

spatial resolution of 160 nm. Two-dimensional radiographs

produced by 7.13 keV X-rays were recorded using the CCD-

based detector.

The data acquisition conditions are summarized in Table 1.

3. Results

3.1. Metal staining

The reduced-silver staining technique is the traditional

method used for the optical observation of neuropils. Fig. 1(a)

shows an optical image of a stained CNS. In the staining

procedure, Drosophila CNSs treated with silver nitrate

followed by hydroquinone gave a black appearance, indicating

that silver particles were deposited in the CNS tissue. The

CNSs were further toned blue–black by the tetrachloroaurate

treatment.

The X-ray emission spectra were recorded for each area

of a CNS stained with silver and aurate while the area was

observed with a scanning electron microscope. Fig. 1(b) shows

an example X-ray emission spectrum from a 40 mm � 40 mm

area of a supraesophageal ganglion. The emission peaks for

every area corresponded to those of the aurate stain dye,

indicating that the CNS was uniformly stained by the aurate

compound. No emission peak corresponding to silver was

observed, which was expected as the silver deposits were

replaced with the aurate compound by this method.
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Table 1
Data acquisition conditions.

Projection CT
Zone plate
microscopy

Beamline BL20XU BL47XU
X-ray energy (keV) 12.000 7.130
Pixel size (nm) 474 35
Spatial resolution (nm) 1000 160
ADC bit 12 12
Exposure/frame (s) 0.3 3.0
Total data acquisition time (s) 1800 –



3.2. CT analysis

Further X-ray spectroscopic and micro-CT analyses were

performed at BL20XU of SPring-8 (Uesugi et al., 2001).

Results of XAFS spectroscopy revealed that the CNSs

contained gold metal particles and not the aurate ions (Fig. 1c).

The average filling ratio of the gold (estimated from the X-ray

extinction coefficient at 12 keV) was 0.24% (v/v). CNSs

exhibiting a higher filling ratio, resulting from an impregnation

time longer than the present protocol, showed ambiguous

transmission images. This suggests that the filling ratio is a

straightforward factor in selecting CNS samples appropriate

for micro-CT analysis. It has been reported that optical images

are affected by slight changes in the staining protocol (Tyrer et

al., 2000).

In the projection tomography, the spatial resolution of the

three-dimensional structure was estimated to be 1.0 mm in

each direction. The reconstructed images revealed the three-

dimensional structure of the CNS, as shown in Fig. 2. The

Drosophila CNS consists of the right and left brain hemi-

spheres, called supraesophageal ganglions, and the ventral

nerve cord. The metal-stained tissue is clearly distinguishable

from the epoxy-resin surroundings (Fig. 2a), indicating that

gold/silver staining can be used for radiographic observation

of the CNS.

The image in Fig. 2(b) shows a frontal view of the supra-

esophageal ganglions and ventral nerve cord. The neuropils

forming the network are well resolved in the CT image,

meaning that the three-dimensional structure can serve as the

basis for unraveling the neural circuit. In a stereo rendering of

the left supraesophageal ganglion (Fig. 2c), the electron-

density distribution reveals the overall features of the neural

network in the nerve tissue, enabling visualization of the CNS

internal structure. The major histological structures of the

supraesophageal ganglions are Kenyon cells, the calyx and

peduncle of the mushroom body, the dorsal and medial lobes

connected to the peduncle, and the optic lobe (Lee et al., 2000;

Kurusu et al., 2002; Masuda-Nakagawa et al., 2005). The

mushroom body serves as a memory body in insects, and the

optic lobe processes visual information in adult insects. In the

three-dimensional structure of the supraesophageal ganglion

(Fig. 2c), Kenyon cells and the calyx of the mushroom body

were found in the dorsal cortex. The peduncle of the mush-

room body was found to be exserted from the calyx. Axons in

the peduncle projected medially and branched into two major

lobes, which were assigned to the electron-dense regions of the

dorsal and medial lobes. The optic lobe showed a funnel-like

structure in the lateral half of the ganglion. A repeated array

of electron-dense tubercles was evident in the thoracic and

abdominal cortex of the ventral nerve cord. These metal-

stained CT images gave a complete view of the Drosophila

CNS.

It has been estimated that the Drosophila larvae CNS

consists of about 10000–15000 neurons (Scott et al., 2001). In

each CT section, approximately three to five neuropil tracts

were observed in a 100 mm2 area of a 0.47 mm slice. Assuming

the volume of the Drosophila CNS to be 2 � 107 mm3, a total

of 1.3–2.0 � 106 tracts were observed for all the CT sections.

Therefore, one neuron should encompass over 100–200 CT

sections on average.

3.3. High-resolution radiograph

The higher-resolution images (Fig. 3) were acquired by

X-ray microscopy at BL47XU. Fibrilliform structures along

with grainy particles were observed in the supraesophageal

ganglion (Fig. 3b), presumably representing neuronal cell
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Figure 1
Reduced-silver staining of Drosophila larvae CNS. (a) Optical micro-
scope image. Scale bar: 50 mm. (b) Scanning electron microscopic
analysis. X-ray emission spectra were obtained for the 40 mm � 40 mm
area indicated in the backscattered electron image shown in the upper-
right inset. Emission-line energies of relevant elements are labeled. The
aluminium line was from the sample support. Images were obtained using
a Hitachi S-3200N scanning electron microscope operating at 20 kV. (c)
XAFS spectra of the Au LIII absorption edge. Closed circles: CNS sample;
open circles: 20 mm gold-foil standard.



bodies, axons and dendrites comprising the neural network. In

the ventral nerve cord (Fig. 3c), neurons located in the vicinity

of the connective axons running along the cephalocaudal axis

are clearly resolved, illustrating the neural circuit that governs

the peripheral organs.

4. Discussion

Microscopic structures of biological tissues are generally

characterized from thin histological slices. The mechanical

stress introduced by microtomy procedures results in physical

distortion of the tissue structure, making it difficult to recon-

struct the three-dimensional structure from slice images.

Fluorescence confocal microscopy is the preferred technique

for imaging biological tissues because three-dimensional

reconstruction is readily achieved by stacking optical sections.

However, absorbance at emission or excitation wavelengths

interferes with the detection of fluorescence elicited from the

internal architecture. Therefore, confocal microscopy is less

successful when many features are stained and is thus

primarily used for imaging confined structures labeled with

selective-staining probes.

In contrast, the transparency of biological tissue to hard

X-rays enables three-dimensional CT analysis of the entire

structure. Although the nerve tissue is composed of light

elements, which produce little contrast in a hard X-ray

transmission image, our results show that the contrast can be

enhanced by staining the neuropils with gold particles. The

major advantages of such microcontrasting CT analysis with

respect to traditional histology are the three-dimensional

character of the obtained data and the exclusion of the arti-

ficial deformation originating from sectioning or flattened

preparation. The three-dimensional architecture of the CNS

visualized in this study is comprised of a great number of

neurons, which are responsible for the cerebral function.

Although the synaptic structure should be further visualized
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Figure 2
Microtomographic images of CNS. (a) Overall image (dorsal view), showing right and left supraesophageal ganglions and ventral nerve cord. Electron
densities are colored from the background level (black, corresponding to a linear absorption coefficient of less than 5 cm�1), to low level (blue, 10 cm�1),
to high level (green, 35 cm�1). (b) Frontal view of the three-dimensional structure. The dorsal is to the top. CT densities were rendered by integrating the
absorption of each voxel using VG Studio MAX software. (c) Stereoview around the left supraesophageal ganglion showing internal neural structure.
The sharp arc was noise from the reconstruction calculation. CT densities were rendered using the maximum intensity projection method. Transmission
radiographs for CT analysis were recorded using 12 keV X-rays. SeG: supraesophageal ganglion; VNC: ventral nerve cord; Ped: peduncle of the
mushroom body; DL: dorsal lobe; ML: medial lobe; OL: optic lobe; KC: Kenyon cells and calyx. Scale bars: 50 mm.



using electron microscopy techniques, the resolution achieved

by the present CT analysis reveals the three-dimensional metal

distribution essential for analyzing neuronal networks.

Therefore, the functional mechanism of the brain can be

revealed by tracing the connectivity of each neuron embedded

in the three-dimensional structure. Reconstruction of the

three-dimensional structure from the 160 nm resolution

radiographs would clarify the precise neuronal structure.

Drosophila CNS is small enough for the present micro-CT

experiment set-up. Larger mammalian CNSs are more inter-

esting objects for the elucidation of the entire neural circuit. In

simple projection CT geometry, the size limitation due to the

experiment set-up can be overcome by modifying the detector

face to cover a larger sample area. X-ray transmission scan-

ning pixel by pixel is another strategy for obtaining CT images

over a larger field of view, whereas using two-dimensional

scanning to acquire transmission radiographs takes much

longer. Since the metal impregnation method can be used for

any type of nerve tissue, micro-CT analysis with a larger field

of view would enable visualization of human cerebral circuits,

which are the basis of higher brain functions. Even with the

present set-up, a 1 mm3 block of mammalian nerve tissue,

containing 103–104 neurons, can be visualized as a three-

dimensional structure.

Selective staining using antibodies and their conjugates has

been reported for histological analysis of nerve tissues. Gold

and other metal/antibody conjugates used as specific markers,

especially in electron microscopic imaging (Zuber et al., 2005),

can be applied to the present CT analysis. Ferritin conjugates

(Heitzmann & Richards, 1974) are also possible labels for

CT observation. Transgenic techniques can be used to locate

a certain fluorescent or antigen molecule at a specific site,

thereby facilitating development of the CT images. Selective

staining of neuronal molecules would enable visualization of

the characteristics of the neural connections in the CNS,

thereby enabling functional analysis of the neural circuit from

the three-dimensional microstructure of the nerve tissue.

Multiple labeling with fluorescent probes has been widely

used in confocal microscopic studies (Conchello & Lichtman,

2005). Localization of a probe is determined from its specific

fluorescence. Similarly, the distribution of a metal probe can

be visualized by observing transmission images at the X-ray

absorption edge of the probe element. By applying the

selective labeling technique together, we can determine the

localization of molecules associated with a particular cerebral

function, e.g. long-term memory, in the micro-CT image.

Metal staining in conjunction with micro-CT analysis can be

applied to any biological system with a three-dimensional

structure controlling its functions. Since uniform staining of all

the tissue in the structure is essential for visualizing it, a

variety of staining methods and dyes should be tested. Along

with selective staining, CT analysis can shed light on the

underlying microstructural basis of biological functions.

The synchrotron radiation experiments were performed at

SPring-8 with the approval of the Japan Synchrotron Radia-

tion Research Institute (JASRI) (Proposal Nos. 2006A1191

and 2006B1716).
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